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Faculty in School of Applied Sciences

A

Takashi Abe
VISITING PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tabe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

George Ackerman
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
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Brian Boutwell
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 Odom Hall
University, MS 38677
bboutwe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Ronda Ann Bryan
INSTRUCTOR IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
234 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rbryan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7128

Zachary Nathaniel Buckner
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
znbuckne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Jennifer Lynn Buford
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
101 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jlbufor1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7391

C

Teresa Carr Carithers
ASSOCIATE DEAN, PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGMENT, AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF APPLIED GERONTOLOGY
SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
carither@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7900

Yunhee Chang
INTERIM CHAIR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND GRADUATE PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
202 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1352

Eun Kyong Choi
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
207 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
echo2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2515

Lora Leigh Cockrell
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lcockre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Christy Lynn Coker
SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST AND INSTRUCTOR
307 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clcoker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5126

Jump to index
Marcia Sheryl Cole
LECTURER OF APPLIED GERONTOLOGY
P.O. BOX 1848. THE GEORGE ST HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mscole@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1297

Jump to index

D
Alberto Jose Del Arco Gonzalez
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
adelarco@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

Patricia Kay Digby
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pkdigby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Jump to index

E
Ogbonnaya Oko Elechi
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ooelechi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Jump to index

F
Jeannie Falkner
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 Longstreet Hall
University, MS 38677
jfalkner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Cheryl Fergerson
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 Longstreet Hall
University, MS 38677
cferger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Amy K Fisher
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
205 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
afisher@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Walter Flaschka
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
620 ALL AMERICAN DR #129
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wflaschk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1951

Mary Allison Ford-Wade
PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ford@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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Andrew Fulkerson  
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wfulkers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

Wayne Goudy Goudy  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ewgoudy1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

Pete Grandjean  
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE, AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT  
TBD Garland Hall  
University, MS 38655  
pwg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7900

Danny P Hall  
SENIOR LECTURER IN LEGAL STUDIES  
218 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dhalljr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

Aleshia Hall-Campbell  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE OF CHILD NUTRITION  
NFSMI  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
alhall1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7658

Davis E Henderson  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS  
GEORGE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hnderson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7652

Carolyn Wiles Higdon  
PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS  
308 GEORGE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
chigdon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5122

David Henry Holben  
PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
214 LENOIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dholben@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1359

Alanna Maria Coronado Honkanen  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
amhonkan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902
Michael W Howland
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mhowland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Jump to index

Toshikazu Ikuta
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
311 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tikuta@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5121

Jump to index

Jeffery M Johnson
LECTURER IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
304 Odom Hall
University, MS 38677
johnson1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Hyunwoo Joung
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
218 LENOIR HALL, SORORITY ROW
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hjoung@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7372

Jump to index

Kimberly A Kaiser
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
ODOM HALL 203
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kakaise1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Minsoo Kang
CHAIR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR
219 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5844

Misa Kayama
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mkayama@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Linda Denise Keena
INTERIM CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
207 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldkeena@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1998

Jeffrey Lynn Kellum
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES AND INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE
203 Odom Hall
University, MS 38677
jikellum@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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Michelle Ann Kilburn
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
105 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
makilbur@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7981

Min Jung Kim
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mk55@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

Yi Jin Kim
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
5197 W E ROSS PKWY
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
yikim@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

Kathy B Knight
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
201 LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kknight@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5172

Myriam Kornisch
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (CSD-NEUROGENIC DISORDERS)
302 George Hall
University, MS 38677
kornisch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

Laurel Greenway Lambert
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lambertl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

Kofan Lee
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
226 TURNER CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
klee18@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7573

Na Youn Lee
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
108 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nlee2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2696

Teresa Anne Lefmann
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tleffmann@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Younhee Lim
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET
Jeremy Paul Loenneke
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jloenne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5567

Jasper Mark Loftin
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES, GEORGE STREET UNIVERSITY HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mloftin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7900

Paul Dinneen Loprinzi
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdloprin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5561

Susan Janel Loveall-Hague
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
307 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sjloveal@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

Rebecca Lowe
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND CO-DIRECTOR OF SPEECH AND HEARING CLINIC
101 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rl1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7564

William Oliver Luckett
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
LAW INSTRUCTION, RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
woluckel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

Terry Ponnath Lyons
SENIOR LECTURER IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tplyons1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6266

Stephen Lee Mallory
PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
206 ODOM HALL A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smallory@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Dave McElreath
PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
302 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhmcel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1635
Clyde McGee
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmcgee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Kassandra Kay Messenger
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kkmessen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Robert E Moore
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
remoore2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Smith Murphey
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smurphey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Shelia Rena Nabors
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srnabors@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Taeyeon Oh
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE, AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
218A TURNER CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
toh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2703

Emmy Parkes
LECTURER IN NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR THE DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
221 LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
meparke1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

Verda Mae Perry
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
303 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vmperry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

Vishakha Rawool
CHAIR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS AND PROFESSOR
DEPT OF COMM SCI & DISORDERS, 2301 S. LAMAR DRIVE, STE 120
Randall Gene Rhodes
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rgrhodes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Shaun Riebl
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
100 Lenoir Hall
University, MS 38677
skriebl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1505

Christopher Shane Robbins
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD, RM 239A
TUPELO, MS 38804
srobbins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6254

Mary G Roseman
PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTOR OF THE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
210 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mroseman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1902

Charles Ray Rowland
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
2176 SOUTH EASON BOULEVARD
TUPELO, MS 38866
crowlan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-6622

Tanya Maren Ruetzler
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ruetzler@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7805

Barb Russo
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
105 ODOM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
brrusso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7981

Georgianna Mann Schroeder
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
108 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
grmann@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

Lacey Marie Sloan
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lmsloan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336
**Gregory John Snyder**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS  
GEORGE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gsnyder@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1202

**Steven Soifer**  
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK  
000 Longstreet Hall  
University, MS 38677  
ssoifer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7389

**Deborah Ross Stone**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
108 LENOIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
drstone@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7371

**Michael J Suttmoeller**  
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
msuttmo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

**James Joseph Taylor**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR ONLINE M.S. IN HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, AND DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH INITIATIVES FOR THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES  
LENOIR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jtaylor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7371

**Marion Dunn Tutor**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK  
21 LONGSTREET  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mdtutor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7336

**Melinda Wells Valliant**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
222 LENOIR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
valliant@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1437

**Amy Vanderford**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES  
GRENADE CAMPUS  
GRENADE, MS 38947  
avander@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7283

**Candis Couch Varnell**  
LECTURER IN THE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM  
223 LENOIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cvarnell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1848
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David Waddell
LECTURER IN PARK & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
228 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwaddell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7696

Jennifer Joann Wareham
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jjwareha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Desiree Steptoeau Watson
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
205 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dswatson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Kimberley Jeanette Whorton
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kiwhorto@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

Casey Nicholas Williams
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
 cnwilli4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7336

Roland W Williams
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
 rwwilli2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7336

sarah Williams
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
300 George Hall
University, MS 38677
 szwillia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7652

Cory Williamson
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
 cmwillia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7902

Lorri C Williamson
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
305 ODOM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
 ldwillia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7760

Anna Windham
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 Longstreet Hall
University, MS 38677
 acwindha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
 1 (662) 915-7336
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Ling Xin
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lxin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5844

Xin Ye
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
xye1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

Saijun Zhang
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
303 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
szhang9@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7374

Janice K Bounds
ASSISTANT DEAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LEGAL STUDIES AND INTERIM CHAIR OF NHM
GEORGE STREET UNIVERSITY HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbounds@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7900

Carol Minor Boyd
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF SOCIAL WORK
208 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cboyd@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

DON L CHEEK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
233 TURNER COMPLEX
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
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JAMES D STAFFORD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
swiames@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

JULIET H WALTON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND RESEARCH SCIENTIST OF THE CENTER FOR SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH
308 GEORGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdwalton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5127